In our preceeding reports, we have pointed out that a unified description of weak decays accompanying neutrinos and the oscillation process is obtained on the basis of the expectation values of flavor-neutrino numbers with respect to the neutrino-source hadron state. In the present report, we investigate the effect on the expectation values due to the deviation from Fermi's golden relation, and give concrete features of these deviations in the case of π + and K + -decays under the simple situation with the 3-momentum pA = 0 for A = π + , K + .
1 Introduction
Purpose
It has been pointed out in the preceeding papers Ref. [1, 2, 3] that a unified description of the weak decays accompanied by neutrinos as well as the neutrino-oscillation process is obtained when we consider the expectation values of the flavor-lepton numbers with respect to neutrino-source hadron state A. (In Ref. [3] and also in the following we consider mainly the cases A = π + and K + .) From the expectation-value approach, we obtain the quantities which are natutally interpreted as the decay probabilities where the neutrino-mixing exists, and also the quantities as the neutrinooscillation formulas.
Being motivated by Ref. [4] , we have considered in Ref. [3] the ration X 1 /X 2 of the two relevant quantities X 1 and X 2 in order to see the situation how Fermi's golden relation holds. In the following, after remembering the structures of the ration X 1 /X 2 given in Ref. [3] , we examine the difference X 1 − X 2 between those two relevant quantities; the difference X 1 − X 2 corresponds to the difference examined in Ref. [4] , and the these two kinds of quantities, X 1 /X 2 and X 1 − X 2 are simply related with each other through the fundamental arithmetic operations. This situation is to be confirmed through numerical calculations.
Definitions of relevant quantities
In this subsection we summarize the definitions of relevant quantities, which are used in our preceding work Ref. [3] .
The lowest-order contribution to the expectation values of charged-lepton number N ℓσ (x 0 ) mainly comes from the expectation value
The dominant contribution comes from the diagram shown by Fig.1 . We write this dominant contribution as − n ℓσ , A
Concretely we obtain the the absolute value of the expectation value ofl σ -number
where
with the notation (k (j) · q) = k q − ω j (k)E σ (q) and the neutrino-mixing matrix Z We can define the decay amplitude due to the charged-current H int (z) used for deriving (2);
(Here, s and r represent the helicity.) As pointed out in Ref. [3] , we obtain j q,s k,r
The decay probability
In the above derivation, we have used the relation for a large T ,
called Fermi's golden relation. (See Ref. [5] .) From Eqs. (4) and (5), we obtain the relation in the case of energetically allowedl σ
Under the condition m A > m σ + m j where m σ is the mass of ℓ σ , we obtain
Thus we obtain
which describes well the experiment. Therefore, L.H.S of (7) gives the probability (per unit time) of leptonic two-body decay of the mother A + -meson. In our preceding paper Ref. [3] , we have defined the ratio
For convenience, we use hereafter the parameter L = T · c instead of T . We see from (7) and (9) that the deviation of the ratio R A
gives us a certain information on the deviation from Fermi's golden relation. In Ref. [3] , the graphs of R(A Fig.3 and Fig.4 in Ref. [3] , teach us that the ratios R A + , µ + ; L)/L for A = π and K approach rapidly to 1 for growing L even from a small L-value such as L/λ A ∼O(10 2 ). In Sec.2, we give again those graphs with the aim of seeing more details concerning the deviation from the golden relation.
Another quantity leading to a measure of the deviation from the golden relation is the difference
Such a quantity as (11) corresponds to the quantity investigated by Ishikawa and Tobita in Ref. [4] . In the following, after remembering the structures of R A
[3], we consider the structure of the difference (11).
Form of the ratio R A
The ratio (10), which is rewriten in a convenient form for examining its structure, is given as
where (44) in Ref. [3] .)
The dependence of the ratio (12) on L/λ A are seen from Fig.2 and Fig.3 in the case ofl σ = µ + . When the golden relation is applied to R.H.S of (13), R.H.S of (12) goes to 1. Thus, from the graphs in Fig.2 and Fig.3 , we see that the golden relation appropriately holds for a not-so-large value of L/λ A . 
4 . These graphs correspond to Fig.3 (a) and (b) 3 Structure of the difference R(A
In this section we examine the difference R(A
, which gives another possible measure of the deviation from the golden relation, as mentioned in Sec.1-2. Hereafter we use for simplicity the notation R(A, µ; L) instead of R(A + ( p = 0), µ + ; L). As to the behavior of this difference under λ A /L → 0, there are three possible cases corresponding to the degree how R(A, µ; L)/L − 1 tends to 0;
Concrete numerical calculations of R(A, µ; L)/λ A − L/λ A for A = π + and K + , shown by Fig.4 , lead to the result consistent with the middle case of (14); i.e. 
It will be neaningful to note that the deviations of the ratio R(A, µ; L)/L from 1 for not-so-large L/λ A , which are seen from Fig.2(a) and Fig.3(a) , are consistent with (16) and (17), because [Case A = π] Fig.2 (a) leads to
[Case B = K] Fig.3 (a) leads to
For simplicity, we use the notatioñ
From (16), we havẽ
With the aim of seeing whyJ(A, µ; L) has this structure, we consider the following form of J(A, µ; L) obtained from (12) ;
At present for convenience, we employ the notation
By using the concrete form of I(A, µ; L), i.e. Eq. (13), we have
therefore, 
The consistence of our calculation is seen, through numerical evaluation of the integral (27), by confirming |R.H.S. of (26)| ≪ 1.
It seems meaningful to note the Dirac delta function is expressed as
(See Ref. [5] .) By applying this relation to R.H.S. of Eq. (27), we obtain, as expected,
This shows the numerical calculations leading to (29) have been correctly performed.
In the considerations described in this report, we have investigated the structures of the ratio R(A( p), µ; L)/L and the difference R(A( p), µ; L)−L /λ A in the case of p = 0 for simplicity. These quantities have characteristic features related with the deviation from Fermi's golden relation. We hope those features are confirmed experimentally.
